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Abstract
Dark matter halos are approximately virialized
condensations of dark matter that serve as building blocks
of the large scale structure and the birthplaces for galaxy
formation. These structures are not fully in equilibrium
and contain large amounts of substructures including
subhalos and streams. They are also constantly accreting
material from the neighbourhood, creating an ambiguous
boundary around each halo and leading to a complex
interplay between various halo properties and the
environment. Although halos can easily identified in numerical simulations, our understanding of many
fundamental properties of halos still has a long way to go, including the definition of halo size.
In this talk, I will introduce our recent efforts in understanding dark matter halos from small to large scale,
covering their dynamical state, boundary characterisation as well as largescale distribution. These results are
mostly from numerical simulations but has important observational applications, for example in quantifying
the size of our Milky Way halo.
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